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Do you know what is in store for you this year

What is in

ahead?
None of us has a crystal ball, but rest assured that
the problems entering your workshop will be
more of an electronic nature than last year.

store

Are you going to pass a portion of that work on to
a specialist yet again? or are you going to tackle
more of those electronic faults in your workshop
to make a decent profit.

for 2015?

Electronic diagnostics is highly
profitable when you do it well.
For electronic diagnostics you

need to be skilled, have the
correct equipment and have
technical back up, there are no
two ways about it.
Skilled people are hard to find a
fact I am all too aware of.
People with good diagnostic skills
are like gold, they need to be
treated with respect (yet they will

still make mistakes). These diagnosticians are the
money makers in the industry, they don’t settle for “it’s
99% fixed”, or “see how it goes”.
These diagnosticians produce clear chargeable results .

ATS 500XM Full kit
$7,900+gst
Incl. laptop, Gforce
sensor, tool case, ATIS
Pro signal database, wiring
diagrams, current clamps,
probes, leads,
AECS tech support.

One of the recordings of a surging vehicle with
CVT trans, as used in our CVT training. It might
not look simple now, but at the conclusion of the
training, it will be simple and quick. You will understand the mechanical, hydraulic and electronic
control of the CVT transmission, plus what went
wrong during for example this recording.

ATS 500 Compact kit
$3,795+gst
Includes Netbook, tool case,
ATIS basic signal database,
probes, leads,
AECS tech support.

AECS Equipment
www.aecs.net

AECS 2015 training:
Enclosed is a quick view of our 2 Day training
courses for 2015. Enrolling early ensures you
secure your place on our popular training
courses.

ECAC1 - Air-conditioning
3 - 4 March 2015 - Christchurch
23 - 24 April 2015 - Wellington
15 - 16 June 2015 - Christchurch
2 - 3 July 2015 - Hamilton
8 - 9 September 2015 - Whangarei
19 - 20 October 2015 - Auckland

AED - Automotive Electronic Diagnostics
24 - 25 March 2015 - Auckland
5 - 6 May 2015 - Auckland
9 - 10 June 2015 - Christchurch
23 - 24 June 2015 - Rotorua
13 - 14 July 2015 - New Plymouth
7 - 8 September 2015 - Hamilton

EMS1-5 Immobiliser & Anti theft devices
26 - 27 March 2015 - Auckland
11 - 12 June 2015 - Christchurch
EMS1-3 Engine Management Systems
23 - 24 July 2015 - Auckland

When a diagnostician becomes unsure, you have to be
on guard! It can very quickly become very expensive for
the vehicle owner or the workshop.
This is the point for the diagnostician and for any
manager, NOT to push for results. You need to analyse
the situation you are in;
 Is there a lack of training?
 Is all diagnostic equipment needed for the job
available and updated?
 Is the technical back up in place?
Don’t leave analysing the situation till it has gotten out
of hand! There is no shame in realising that a situation
has the potential to bite, early on, it is just being smart.
Just imagine that your shop is the one known for
fantastic results amongst your customers and their
friends and family. Even late model electronic
controlled vehicles are not a problem for your shop!
Yes, good customer skills, personal and shop appearance are important, but none of these are the reason
why the customer comes back to you!
It is your ability to deal with their modern technology
vehicle, which makes you (not your shop) attractive to
them.
Have you ever gone to a doctor because he has a nice
looking surgery, glossy adverts in the paper, a good
website or comfortable waiting room?
It is the doctor’s skill and equipment that you need to
trust.

SCAN1 - Scan tool Diagnostics
23 - 24 April 2015 - Palmerston North
25 - 26 June 2015 - Hamilton
13 - 14 October 2015 - Auckland
DMS1-3 Common Rail Diesel Systems
5 - 6 May 2015 - Auckland
CANBUS 1 - ***New training** 4 hrs ($155+gst)
16 April 2015 - Wellington
6 June 2015 - Christchurch
18 June 2015 - Hastings
17 July 2015 - Palmerston North
See
11 September 2015 - Taupo
www.aecs.net
3 October 2015 - Auckland
For more
information

Ph:06-874 9077
NB: Course dates subject to change, please check
our website for current course dates.

ATS Scopes
500XM
ATS 5004D
ATS 500

only
$3,840+gst
$3,850+gst
$1,780+gst

Build up your choice of scope with your optional extras—
ATS software, case, laptop, & accessories.
Call us today Ph:06-874 9077

Purchase a Scantool

Why are you not going to build on your own skills this
year?
Don’t be afraid. You are never going to unlearn
anything when you come to our training, you are only
going to build on top of your own, very important, skill
set.
At AECS, we are working very hard to have really nice
and effective diagnostic training seminars available
throughout the country. Every year we try to create
new seminars, responding to demand by looking at
technical support cases we deal with.

We are a team of highly skilled, energetic engineers,
ready to provide real technical back up to our
customers (you).
To work through issues with you, assists us in figuring
out where we can improve our training seminars, and
what brand/type equipment would perform best in
each individual case. Just imagine the skills and
experience we have acquired here at AECS after 14
years of this, on top of our own individual education
and skills.

from a company which offers you

more…...

Authorised Launch distributor







All of the equipment we distribute is applicable to what
we deal with each and every day. We have very close
ties with the factories, which produces the diagnostic
equipment we sell. If we believe that a certain
modification to a piece of equipment would serve a
purpose in the workshop, we tell the engineers in the
factories. In almost all cases, we have seen
modifications executed because of our feedback.
It is only possible for us to spot room for equipment
improvement when we assist you with technical issues,
and when we are developing new technical training
seminars.
AECS as a technical company offers these particular
advantages to their customers on a daily basis.

Secondary CVT pulley parts.





PRO3

Modern Android OS, 10.1” Touch Screen
Wireless Bluetooth communication and
diagnostics with over 74 vehicle brands
12 months of Software Updates included
One Touch software upgrades via WiFi.
Continuously evolving software with daily updates
Take screen shots and print live data
Individual or Multiple Combined Sensor Graphing
Automatic vehicle recognition.
Special Functions including Injector re-coding,
throttle re-learn, remote key reprogramming +
re-pairing, 12v battery coding, G-Sensor Zero point
calibration, many more functions.

AECS Online technical
support available directly
through the tool!

PH:06-874 9077
No other company that just sells boxes (or sells via the
internet) can offer this kind of service and products.
Sales assistants do not do problems (to hard).
It takes technical people in a technical world to make
everything work (you and us at AECS).
Just as a bit of a heads up, the training seminar we are
working on this summer is CVT (continuous variable
transmission) diagnostics.
For our research, we have built a simulator that can
pick up the signal the ECU sends to the valves in the
CVT transmission and modify it. NICE!

Diagnostics
and database for

Gear ratio control valve

It is truly beautiful to be able to drive a near new car
with a perfect transmission and being able to introduce
faults that we regularly get to diagnose as engine
faults! Unlike in the real world we can switch the fault
on/off with our simulator. Perfect for training R&D
purposes.

With a

Scan tool

This is how the CVT should work, nice and smooth!
Believe me, we can make the car behave as if it has got
an engine misfire, EGR fault, warped brakes, just by
modifying the signal to one solenoid at the time. I am
sure that these faults would even fool the feeling of the
most experienced technician.
We have developed some really easy and quick
measurements to instantly determine where the fault
is, making diagnosing CVTs merely a few minutes work!
It is the gaining of all the background knowledge that
precedes the reading of the measurements, like the
one above, that determines the skill and value of the
diagnostician. That is what we provide during the training seminars.
We are still building the training simulator, so we can
show the same behaviour as above, in front of the class
room, so that all the background knowledge can be
made visible for hands on training.

The Jaltest diagnosis tool features:



Diagnosis



Activations



Components tests



ECU data



Systems identification



Systems configuration



Measuring Reprogramming



Great coverage

From $12,000+ gst

Please

note: pricing depends on options and
excludes GST

AECS Equipment

PH: 06 874 9077
www.aecs.net

Get skilled up with AECS, obtain that status in your
community as a highly able and trusted technical
centre!
The future is just
For AECS Ltd
around the corner!
Herbert Leijen
06 8749 077
www.aecs.net

